Digital imaging does not improve localization of percutaneously inserted central lines in neonates.
To determine whether the use of digital imaging improves the localization of percutaneously inserted central (PIC) line tips compared to standard radiographs, with contrast being used in both cases. Digital radiographs taken for localization of PIC lines between October 2002 and September 2003 were identified from the neonatal database. Two reporters independently reviewed the radiographs and stated (i) whether the tip could confidently be seen and (ii) the position. The observers were encouraged to use all the image modification modalities available. The formal radiology report was taken as the third 'reporter'. Overall 117 digital radiographs from 98 infants were reviewed. Reporter 1 identified the tip in 83 (71%); reporter 2 in 84 (72%); and the radiologist in 95 (81%), although all agreed that the tip could be identified in only 55 (47%) radiographs. In radiographs where the reporters agreed that the tip could be identified, they agreed on the position in 37 (67%) cases. In 61 (52%) radiographs the reporters did not agree that the tip could be seen, but they agreed on its position in 36 (59%) cases. The kappa coefficient for agreement on line position was 0.63. The level of agreement between reporters in this study using digital imaging was not significantly different from our previous findings using standard radiography with contrast (74/117, 63% vs 57/96, 59%). The use of digital imaging, with its ability to manipulate images in order to identify PIC line tips, is not significantly better than using standard radiography with contrast.